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Abstract
A simple three-dimmslonal model of.a high y' volume fraction Ni-based alloy is developed.
The model is based on the idea that a unit volume in the superalloy can be represented by
a cu~idal precipitate with thin 'slabs' of matrix material 'stuck' onto its faces in such a
way that coherency is maintained. Rafting is investigated by considering the changes in total
energy whon the cuboidal precipitates start to flatten into plate shapes or lengthen into rod
shapes. It is assumed that inelastic effects are negligible.
Internal and external stresses and strains are determined. Expressions for the derivative of
the: total energy with respect. to a shape parameter are then. calculated in the absence of
applied stress and in the presence of applied stress. Predictions of rafting behaviour are made
for six alloys. Excellent agreement is fOWIdwith experimental evidence but it is suggested.
that the agreement is fortuitous,
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Chapter I
Background Study
1.1 Historical Perspective
The history of superalloys strictly dates back to around 7000 tl.C. when people first began
to make objects from copper as opposed to stone. It took about another 4000 years for the
benefits of alloying to be realised when it was discovered that copper could be cast more
easily if tin or arsenic were added to it. A more important result of these additions was the
solid solution strengthening that made bronze a better material for use in tools and weapons.
Since the onset of the Bronze Age the ever increasing demand for better tools and weapons
has driven the metals industry to more sophistic-:ted technologies.
The jet engine 'revolution' of the 1930's was, initially, the driving force behind the
development of the superalloy. It required materials that could be used at the extremely high
temperatures and under the severe stresses encountered in gas turbine engines.
Around 1930 experiments were done with small amounts of titanium and aluminium added
to the then well known '80/20' nickel-chrome alloy. Significant creep strengthening was
found. Further research showed that these nickel-based so-called 'superalloys' with their
close-packed FCC crystal structure could have the properties required for use in jet engines,
Cobalt- and iron-based supe.alloys also showed promise in similar applications.
By the 1940's a.!1 important aspect of the strength of the nickel-based superalloys had been
identified: fine coherent precipitates with an ordered cry ~.al structure were observed
embedded within the disordered solid solution matrix. The precipitate phase became known
as the y' phase and the matrix as the y phase. Observations of y' revealed that it can be
widely alloyed, its yield strength increases with temperature and it has good oxidation
resistance, making it a very useful strengthener.
In the 50's and 60's much experimentation was done on improving the properties of the
superalloys by changing their chemical composition.
- Aluminium was identified as the primary y' former and as an important protective
oxide forming element, A1203 scales forming on surfaces at high temperatures.
- Titanium and niobium were also added for their y' forming capabilities.
- Solid solution strengthening of the matrix was developed through additions of cobalt,
molybdenum and other refractory elements e.g.tu.igsten and later hafnium. These
elements were also combined with carbon to strengthen grain boundaries.
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- Chromium was always present to improve oxidation resistance; attempts to reduce the
Cr content so as to improve strength properties led to hot corrosion problems.
- It was found that careful control of chemical composition could also prevent the
formation of undesirable phases - such as (f,p, and Laves phases - which invariably
degraded the properties of the superallcy.
After the 60's the chemical composition ( nickel-based superalloys varied relatively little
but much work was done on the processin« " the superalloys. The advent of vacuum melting
around 1950 had allowed major improvements in the processing of superalloys but it was in
the 70's and 80's that process development really became important. This ultimately led to
directionally solidified and single crystal alloys.
Today, over 50% nf an advanced jet aircraft engine is made of nickel-based superalloys and
the aerospace industry continues to drive advances in the field. However, superalloys also
see service in industrial gas turbines, space "Vehicles, rocket engines. nuclear reactors,
submarines, petrochemical equipment and in other machinery that requires long-term strength
and corrosion resistance at high temperatures.
I.2 Observations of Rafting
A modern nickel-based superalloy, after complete ageing, consists of a periodic array of
cuboidal v' precipitates aligned along < 100> directions. The coherent precipitates are
typically 0.2-0.S,um in length and make up about 60% of the volume fraction of the
superalloy. A 'misfit' parameter is defined to describe the difference in unconstrained lattice
parameters of y' and y: .
ei-«0=2--
a'+a
Usually, 101 <0.005 and is temperature dependent as a result of differing thermal expansion
coefficients in the two phases.
The term 'rafting' refers to the cbanges in morphology of the precipitates at high
temperatures - certainly above 750°C, but often even higher temperatures are required. At
these temperatures y' cuboids link together to form 'rafts'. Rafting has. been observed in the
absence of an applied stress. In this case the rafts are randomly orientated on (lOO} planes.
More commonly observed, is a directional evolution of morphology in the presence of a
uniaxial stress. In this case two types of behaviour are observed:
- 'I{' type behaviour when the cuboids coarsen normal to the applied stress to form
pla+"s
- 'P' type behaviour when the cuboids coarsen parallel to the applied stress to form rods
or in some cases plates which lie parallel to the stress direction.
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The Effects of Rafting on Mechanical Properties
Rafting has a significant effect on the mechanical properties of Ni-based superalloys. When
a rafted morphology was compared with cuboidal precipitates, negative effects [36,451 and
positive effects [14,30] were reported. In 1986 the apparently conflicting observations were
rationalised by Caron et al [85]. They suggested:
- At low temperatures and high stresses, rafting degrades the creep properties. Under
these conditions the dominant creep mechanism ~sthe shearing of y' particles with vtv'
interfaces as barriers to the process. Rafting decreases the surface area of these barriers
and thus allows more y' shearing.
- At high temperatures an« low strerses rafting improves the performance of the alloy.
Under these conditions the dominant creep mechanism is climb of dislocations over y'
particles and rafts provide longer climb paths than cuboids.
When rafted morphologies were compared with each other, it was found that more perfectly
lamellar rafts ere more desirable than irregular rafts [32,42].
It is clear that understanding the processes involved in rafting is important for the designers
and the users of Ni-based superalloys. Ithas thus been 11.6 subject of a great deal of research
over the past 27 years.
Observations of Rafting in the Absence of Applied Stress
A study of the modulated structure of Ni-Al alloys was done by Ardell and Nicholson [9]
in 1966. They investigated the ageing of a Ni-6.7wt%Al alloy at 750°C and 775°C.
Observations were made of spherical precipitates that were randomly distributed evolving into
larger cuboidal precipitates that were aligned along < 100> directions. Upon further ageing
the particles either coalesced or coarsened into plates on {IOO} planes. They pointed out that
elastic interactions between precipitates could explain the alignment process,
Ardell and Nicholson's observations were important in that it was seen that precipitates could
move from a cuboidal shape to a plate shape by coalescence. i.e. raft, even when no stress
was applied. Similar observations were reported by Miyazaki et al [20], Sadiq and West [7>1
and Nathal [42]. The plates observed in [42] - and those observed in Nathal and Ebert's
earlier study [40] - were fairly irregular. In beth [40] and [42J some loss of coherency was
reported.
Observations of Rafting Under Applied Stress
In the 50's and early 60's there were comments on the 'modulation' of the y' precipitates
in nickel-based superalloys but apparently no discussions of the rafting phenomenon. Towards
the end of the 60's observations of rafting in Ni-based alloys were recorded during creep
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tests (4-8]. Some dependence on direction of applied stress was appzrent but was not
discussed in detail.
A summary of the rafting directions v::served for various materials and test conditions from
1970 onwards is given in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1 Summarv of rafting behaviour observed~ -
Authors r- MisfIt I 1'.!imt I Blastic Test y'vo! Rafting Obs'd(Ref) year given (X)rrectl;:>(i' constants Corufuions i'"llc.(OPal Tens. Camp.
Tien &. Copley UdiDlet70\l +0.02% -O.'3%[49} y' '" 10% 95!l·C 0.35 N P
[12,131 '71 softer 147MPa ~
Cuny &. Strudel Alloy 01 -0.4% O.38%i~71 - "tSO·C-950·C 0.38- P
(16) '7& 190 MPa-300 MFa 0.61
Miya7.aki et al Ni-l5at%AI +11.56% +0.56% CIl=112 ~O.27 P N
[201 '79 C.. =63 750·C
C,,'=167 147MPa
C,,=1G7
I
..
Pearson et a: Alloy 143 -0.78% -O.82%[44} - 1038·C -0.6 N
[30J '80 207 MPa--
Caton&.Kaim CMSX-2 +0.14% -0.33%[17.1 1521 760·C-I050·C 0.68 N
(32) '83 C,,=109 120 JI.fPl>-750MPa
C12=59
CII'=125
C,z'=67
Nathal & Ebert NASAIR -0.36% -O.45%[44} y' -12% 923·C-lOO()·C -v.6
[37,38] '83:85 100 haroer a)148-310 MPa N
[SOl b)E=8.4*lIt7 So, P
MacKay &.Ebert -0.8% -0.82%[41 927·C-I038·C
[34.35.36] Alloy 143 - 141MPa-234MPa -0.6 N
'83:84:85
FredholM &. Alloy III +0.38% +0.38% - -0.6 P
Strudel CMSX-2 -0.33% -0.33% see above 1050·C 0.68 N
[17.181 '84,'85 Alloy 221 -0.2391, -0.23% - 1411 MPa 0.68 l"f
Alloy 211 -..1).09% --0.09% - 0.63 N
Nathal &.Ebert AIIoyC -0.23% -0.31%[491 10QO·C 0.55 N
(39,40.42] Alloy E 0.00% -0.22%(44) " 148MPa 0.57 N
'84:85:87 Alloy H • -0.17% -0.17% 0.51 N 1,
I
Kathal ~ at NASA1R -0.4% -0.4% r' -!2% 760·C -0.6 N
[45] '89 100 h&rder[S'l1 600-690Mra
FelIer- SRR99 -0.21% -0.21% [541 9BO·C 0.7 N
Knicpmeier &. C,,=187 170 MPa
Link C,.=l29
[26) '89 C,,'=205 I(',. =133
Conley Ni-Al-Mo +0.4% 0.39%- - 7SOoC 0.12 N[271'89 alloy 1 0.6% 250MPa
Pollock & Argon CMSX-3 -0.38% -0.38% CII=202
[48]'92 C,.=139 850·C-l060·C 0.7 N
CII'=179 50 MPa-5S2 MPa
C
"
=120
lO50'C
PMA - 50 MPa-lSO MPa 0.5 P
'" Better estimates or nusfits have often been made arter enservanons were miiliilli UblisJ100yf'!
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Apart from the dependence of rafting direction on stress orientation and misfit sign that is
apparent in Table 1.1, many other observations have been made of stress-aged superalloys:
1. General
At sufficiently high temperatures (> -- 950°) rafts are generally observed to start forming
during the primary stage of creep.[l6-18,30,32,34-38]. The rafting rate increases with
increasing temperature and applied stress [36,38,48] and also with increasing lattice misfit
[27,40,44].
The v' volume fraction generally seays constan. during rafting [36]. It is, of course,
te'--;perature dependent [15,40,43].
2. Raft dimensions
When rafts are formed initially, their average thickness is observed to .ie very close to the
thickness of the original y' precipitate [16,30-38,42]. The average length of rafts appears to
increase linearly with time until the material is fully rafted [35]. This increase is initially a
result of the lengthening of individual precipitates but k later determined by the number of
cuboids that have merged. Thickening of the y matrix has been noted [18] as has
encapsulation of the l' phase by the y'phase at large creep strains. The raft-shape is stable
[30,35-37] although coarsening of the rafts is observed, especially at the onset of tertiary
creep [17,37-39,43].
It is easy to understand that the coarsening observed after rafting will degrade the creep
properties of the alloy since it leads to a decrease in the number of barriers to dislocation
motion - regardless of which creep mechanism is operating.
The coarsening is generally considered to be driven by the well-understood process of surface
energy reduction. Perfectly lamellar structures are stabilized against this form of thickening
since the radius of curvature of interfaces is essentially infinite and the chemical potential is
thus constant. Less perfectly formed lamellae have more curved interface; and one would
expect them to coarsen faster if coarsening is driven by surface energy reduction. This is
what is observed [43]. The faster coarsening rate associated with irregular rafts gives an
important consequence of the rafting phenomenon and explains the observations [.32,42],
mentioned earlier, that alloys with irregular rafts have worse creep properties that, e with
regular rafts.
3. Effects of the size and regularity of the initial microstructure
Nathal [42] found that the most cuboidal, regular precipitates produced the most regular rafts
under stress. This was also found by Caron and Kahil. [32]. In a study by MacKay and Ebert
[35] the alloy that had the most regular precipitates exhibited the best creep properties. They
attributed its success to the smaller size of the precipitates although it appears that the smaller
precipitates also produced more regular rafts. The size of precipitates can, of course, have
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an effect on creep properties in the manner they suggested.
The. size and regularity of the precipitates also affects the rafting rate. Caron and Kahn [32]
observed that rafting is retarded in alloys with irregular precipitates. MacKay and Ebert's
[351 smallest precipitates rafted quickest. Itmakes sense that a smaller precipitate presents
shorter diffusion lengths, but once again the regularity of the precipitates was surely also
important.
4. The effects of plastic flow
Observations of rafting ate generally accompanied by observations of dislocations bowing out
on {Ill} planes through the narrow r channels and forming dislocation networks at the vtr'
interfaces.
Misfit relieving dislocation networks:
During over-ageing, in the absence of applied stress, dislocations forming interfacial
networks are observed. to be near-edge in character and have Burgers' vectors lying in the
plane of the interface [18,19,46]. They are arranged in hexagonal networks on vtv'
interfaces parallel to {lll} planes and in square networks on interfaces parallel to {100}
planes. Itis clear that this is the dislocation configuration that best relieves the misfit strains
present in the alloy. The dislocation spacing is generally inversely proportional to the
misfit.
Dislocation networks developed under applied stress:
Under the influence of an applied stress, the formation of interfacial dislocation networks
is accelerated; at the onset of steady state creep, stable networks have already been
established [46,47]. The networks formed under applied stress have different configurations
from those produced entirely by lattice misfit strains. The dislocations initially observed are
mixed in character and only partially misfit-relieving [18,46,47]. Later, multiple slip
systems are activated which produce dislocations that are more efficient at relieving misfit
[46].
Differences between observations in channels normal to applied stress and those parallel to
applied stress:
During primary creep, in a negative misfit alloy, tne channels parallel to a tensile stress
have much of their compressive misfit stress relieved; in the channels normal to the tensile
stress, the applied stress and internal stress combine to make large shear stresses. Plastic
deformation thus occurs mo re easily in normal channels; in fact, in the initial stages of
creep, dislocations are observed only in the normal channels and not in the parallel chancels
[17,26A;~.47]. The reverse effect is assumed for positive misfit )ys.
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Gabb et al [46] suggest :!;'datthe role of dislocations in raf zing is small:
When the effect described. above was observed by Gabb et al for their negative misfit
alloys, they noted that rafting was occurring when dislocations were observed. in the normal
channels and not observed in the parallel. channels- The absence of dislocations in the
channels where coalescence was taking place led them to. the conclusion that the role of
dislocations in rafting is small. This is supported by Fredholm and Strudel's [17] claim that
rafting seemed to "precede dislocation multiplication U in the three alloys they studied.
Gabb et al acknowledged, however, that the formation of dislocation networks was an
inseparable part of the rafting process.It was suggested by them and by Fredholm and
Strudel [1',] that the.presence. of dislocations might provide diffusion short-circuits and th1.1S
result in enhanced coalescence.
Gabb et al also noted that, firstly, the networks are fully formed at the same time 8'J the
rafting process is completed -generally at about the onset of secondary creep. Secondly,
they noted ·that the dislocation networks first form on the interfaces which do not appear
to advance in the rafting process. Both observations suggested th&t the networks playa role
In stabilizing the microstructure.
It was also f inted out that inMacKay snd Ebert's [35] tests an abundance of dislocations
at interfaces, prior to creep testing, decreases the rate of directional coarsening. However,
the alloy with no dislocations prior to testing was the one fuat had the most regular and
cuboidal precipitates. The effect' (If ylle different variables on rafting rate are difHI..11tto
distinguish. '
Pollock and Argon suggest that creep flow is imf octant in rafting:
In Pollock and Argon's study of CMSX-3 [47,48,87,88] very little rafting was observed
below 1000oe. After 48h at 1050°C and 50 MPa rafting was only observed in CMSX-3
in some areas of 'their samples; it was noted that these regions coincided with regions of
significant dislocation densities.
AS in studies discussed above, they observed an absence of plastic flow in channels where
coalescence occurs (channels parallel to an applied tensile stress). They did not draw the
same conclusion from this as Gabb et al. Instead, they commented on the evidence that
dislocations are always present when rafting occurs. They pointed Jut that the dislocations
will alter the misfit stresses in the matrix and inferred that it is thus "essential to consider
the details of the creep flow process in the formulation of a quantitative model.. " of rafting.
It was acknowledged, however, that the initial misfit stresses are clearly important driving
forces in the rafting process since the process shows such a strong dependence on misfit
sign.
Socrate nd Parks [49] agreed with Pollock and Argon: they claimed that "it ls of
fundamental importance to consider the effects of creep flow ... II
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Misfit reliefduring creep:
At temperatures around lOOO°C, under stresses of about 140 MPa, alloys with regular
precipitates generally raft fairly quickly: fully formed rafts have been observed after 20h
in CMSX-2 and NASAIR 100 [32,37], after 18h in NASAIR 100 [37], after 20h in alloy
221 [18] and 5h in alloy 143 at a higher stress of 207 MPa [30]. Observations of CMSX-3
[481 are an exception: a uniform rafted structure was only reported after 64h at a
temperature of l060°C and a stress of 138 MPa.
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In [47],[87] and [88], Pollock and Argon discuss creep in CMSX-3 at 800-900°C. They
claim that misfit stresses are nearly eliminated by the time steady state creep begins. This
is consistent with Gabb et al's observations except that in CMSX-3 the networks are more
three dimensional as no rafting has occurred.
For alloy 221 at 1050°C and 140MPa [17,18], the beginnings of rafting were obser ed Ih
into a creep test - less than about one twentieth of the time taken before the onset of
secondary creep i.e. less than about one twentieth of the time taken to "nearly relieve the
misfit stresses". At such an early stage of creep it seems unlikely that misfit relief could
significantly alter the misfit stresses in the material. The alloy in which this was observed
had a fully developed rafted structure at 20h. TJ:-J.ssuggests that in the other all.. j's
mentioned above (excluding CMSX-3) it would be reasonable to assume that rafting had
started early in the creep process - before misfit relief could play an important role.
Evidence presented by Schneider and Mughrabi [86] supports this claim. They found, for
CMSX-4, that there is a slower build up of misfit relieving dislocations at rafting
temperatures than at lower temperatures. Their low temperature test conditions (8000e,
654MPa) are comparable with the conditions in much of Pollock and Argon' s work
presented in [47] (8500~, 552MPa). It seems possible, then, that even less relief of misfit
might have occurred at the onset of rafting - nd during rafting - than one would have
predicted using results in [47]. The reason suggested for the temperature dependence, is that
at higher temperatures, interface dislocations can "move away laterally by a combined
glide! climb process II.
In Schneider and Mughrabi's study, the increase in creep rate observed immediately after
the minimum creep rate was attributed to raft formation. They noted that detectable changes
in misfit were only first observed after the minimum creep rate was achieved. They say that
rafting occurs in a similar fashion to that observed by Feller-Knieprneier and Link [26] in
SRR 99.
In SRR 99 rafting is observed at the onset of "stage II" creep [26]. If stage II creep is
equivalent to steady state creep, this is net consistent with claims by Gabb et a1 and Pollock
and Argon that stable networks are present at this stage. It appears that stage II creep in
Feller-Kniepmeier and Link's study corresponds better with Schneider and Mughrabi's
rafting stage which occurs before their "plateau region". If this is the case then rafting will
presumably start just before or about the same time 1S "detectable changes in misfit occur" ,
as in the CMSX-4 study. It does not seem clear how the rafting rate compares to the misfit
relief rate: misfit relief could be fast enough to influence the rafting rate, but seems unlikely
to reverse the effects. As is discussed below, Socrate and Parks' study [49] suggests
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otherwise.
In CMSX-3 rafting is very slow and considering [47] and [48] it seems that the alloy will
undergo significant plastic deformation before rafting is complete. Schneider and
Mughrabi's observations [86] suggest that there might not be as much plastic deformation
as suggested in [47] but still, the conclusion drawn for other alloys does not necessarily
apply for CMSX.·3.
5. Observations of element concentration during rafting
Svetlov et a1 [28] crept samples of SC-83 to rupture at 900°C under a stress of 600 Mpa.
They then investigated the concentration of elements in various areas of their samples. The
beginnings of N-type rafting were observed: in channels parallel to the applied stress higher
concentrations of )I' forming elements (AI,Ta) and lower concentrations of y elements
(Mo,Cr) were found when compared to channels normal to the applied stress ..
They explain their observations by suggesting that large atoms, which are also 1" forming
elements, move from the less compressed channels to more compressed ones so as to
relieve the pressure. However, their rough estimates of stresses in y' channels seem to
indicate that the vertical channels are more compressed than the horizontal ones. This seems
to imply the movement of large atoms in the opposite direction to that observed.
Directional Coarsening in other alloys
Directional coarsening of precipitates in alloys that are not nickel-based has also been
observed:
1 In an Fe-N alloy [59] plate-like. precipitates formed on ail {100} planes in the absence
of applied stress but favoured the plane normal to an applied tensile stress and showed
some evidence for precipitation being inhibited normal to a compressive stress.
2 Rod-like Pb3Na precipitates with a negative misfit were observed [60] to coalesce
perpendicular to a tensile stress and parallel to a compressive stress.
3. Plate-like, Au-rich precipitates in an Fe alloy [61] formed on all {100} planes in the
absence of applied stress but normal to an applied tensile stress. The misfit was -0. i'1o
parallel to the plate and 40% normal to h.
4 In an AI-Cu [62] alloy plate-like (J' precipitates formed on all {lOO} planes in the
absence of applied stress. Stress applied along [001] favoured precipitation on (100) and
(010) in the compressive case and on (001) in the tensile case. The misfit was said to be
1.36% parallel to the plate and -28.2% normal to the plate.
5. A similar alloy was studied by Eta and Mori [63] and the reverse effects were observed.
No misfit was given.
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In cases 1 and 5 the authors claimed that the stress affected precipitation during nucleation
and in 3 the uuthor claimed it effected the coarsening phase.
The observations in these alloys show some resemblance to those in the Ni-based alloys in
their responses to tensile and compressive stresses and the possible dependence of alignment
on misfit. The observations clearly differ in that none of the alloys exhibit a cuboidal stage
and the misfit is generally tetragonal. The authors' claim that the applied stress affects the
nucleation stage and not the coarsening stage of precipitation also is in disagreement with
observations in Ni-based alloys. It seems fairly likely, though, that findings for Ni-based
alloys could have application for other alloys with misfitting precipitates.
An Alternative Elastic Energy Effect
In 1957 Westbrook [64] published his observations of what he called ogdoadically diced
cubes of Ni3A1 precipitate in Ni-Al alloys. Since men, many observations [65-68] have been
made of these collections of eight cubes of precipitate all arranged on a master cube within
the matrix. In the same samples one often finds a configuration where two plates of
precipitate are arranged on a master cube. The phenomenon is explained (65-67,69-73] and
modelled [74,75] using elastic interaction considerations; the theory is based on the idea that
the decrease in elastic energy when a cuboidal precipitate breaks up into cubes or plates more
than compensates for the increase in interfacial energy.
It appears that the cube splitting phen.omenon and the rafting phenomenon can both be
observed in a single alloy, e.g. SRR 99 [53] and the Ni-15A1 alloys of Miyazaki et al [20,73]
but generally observations of cube splitting are limited to Ni-based alloys with large misfit
(181) -0.5) and low y' volume fraction (f< -0.5) [73] a. opposed to tile rafting
phenomenon which generally appears in smaller misfit, higher y' volume fraction al'~oY8.
ll.3 Models of Rafting
Tien and Copley
Tien and Copley [12,13] developed a theory of rafting based on minimisation of bulk
precipitation strain energy. Using the positive mi-fit given in their paper, the theory correctly
predicted the morphology of precipitates in Uozmet 700 after ageing under stress. At high
temperatures it appears that Udimet 700 has, in fact, a negative misfit [49]; using the
corrected value, the theory does not predict correctly. Problems with the theory are discussed
at length by Chang and Allen [24].
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In 1976 Pineau [21] developed a model based on Eshelby's equivalent inclusion method
[22,23]. Assuming the material was isotropic, he was able to compute the total elastic energy
of a single ellipsoidal inhomogeneity in an infinite matrix. The result was a map giving the
most stable ellipsoidal shape (sphere, oblate ellipsoid or prolate ellipsoid) as a function of the
misfit, the applied stress and the ratio of Young's modulus in v' to that in r. Spheres were
taken as an approximation to cubes, oblate ellipsoids as plates and prolate spheroids as
needles.
By estimating a suitable substitute for the ratio of Young's moduli from the information on
elastic constants in Table 1.1 one can obtain ten data points for Pineau's stability map. The
predicted rafting for the ten points is shown in Table 1.2 and compared with observed rafting
directions.
Unfortunately, most of the data points fall into (denoted '?') or close to (denoted '?X')
regions of uncertainty where Pineau's graphical solution technique does not provide a
conclusive prediction of preferred shape. The one point that does fall into a clearly defined
area does not predict the correct direction of rafting.
Table 1.2 Predictions made by Pineau's model,
•
Alloy (J 0 E'IE Raft Raft Obs.
(MPa) (%)
(J
pred.ali
I
Udimet700 148 -'"1.3 -0.31 0.9 ?N N
-148 -0.3 0.31 0.9 N P
Ni-15Al 147 +0.56 0.39 1.~1 ? P
-147 +0.56 -0.39 1.23 ?P N
NASAlRI00 148 -0.45 -0.46 1.12 ?N N
-148 -0.45 0.46 1.12 ? P
600 -0.45 -1.85 1.12 ?N N
CMSX-2 140 -0.33 -0.62 1.14 ?N N
CMSX-3 50 -0.38 -0.15 0.92 ?N N :jI 150 -0.38 -0.4 0.92 ?N N
Obvious problems with Pineau's model are:
(i) It deals with an isolated inclusion in an infinite matrix and so is inappropriate for
most modern superalloys which have high v' volume fractions
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(ii) It is based on isotropic elasticity when Ni-based alloys are generally highly
anisotropic;
(iii) Ellipsoids are considered in place of the observed parallelepiped shapes
(iv) It does not take into account the effect of plastic deformation.
Despite the shortcomings of Pineau's model, it gave a very thorough account of
morphological evolution, under the influence of a uniaxial stress, ill the low y' volume
fraction alloys available in 1976.
Miyazaki et aU
In 1979 Miyazaki et a1 [20] performed similar calculations of strain energies, this time basing
them on anisotropic eiasticity theory and including interfacial energy considerations. Their
model correctly predicteci that the precipitates in their alloy would generally exhibit P-type
behaviour under tension and N-type behaviour under compression. They also correctly
predicted that for their alloy a plate-shaped precipitate was energetically most favourable for
all annealing conditions - with plate normals parallel tc a compressive stress arid
perpendicular to a tensile stress.
Using the model they were able to obtain plots of energy vs. aspect ratio and were able to
predict more than just the general direction of coalescence. They found:
(i) In the absence of applied stress, spheres represented a stationary point on the
energy vs aspect ratio curve. The point was a minimum for precipitates with radii
smaller than 40run but became a local maximum for larger precipitates. Other
shapes were favoured for the larger precipitates.
(ii) Metastable states were predicted in applied stress cases. They correctly predicted
that under tension rods would form during the transitions from cubes to plates.
They did not, however predict that rods would form during the transition under
compression
The model had shortcomings (i), (iii) and (iv) of the Pineau model. In addition, Miyazaki et
al used Lin and Mura's equations [77] for implementation of Eshelby's method; Chang and
Allen [24] have shown that these are somewhat unreliable. It not clear whether the rno iel
would give qualitatively correct predictions for other alloys.
Chang and Allen
Chang and. Allen [24] improved on the model of Miyazaki et al by substituting Asaro and
Barnett's [76] equations for Lin and Mura's. The solution method was thoroughly tested
using comparisons with analytical solutions for simple cases. To determine the effects of
misfit, elastic inhomogeneity and applied stress, 250 combinations of material parameters
were investigated.
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They claimed that the predicted morphologies are in good agreement with data for CMS:(-3
[48], Ni-1SA1 [20] and Udimet 700 [13]. They have however assumed a positive misfit for
Udimet 700; assuming a negative misfit at high temperatures [49], their stability map given
does not predict the correct shape. Their map also predicts rod-shaped precipitates for a soft
inclusion with negative misfit under tension. CMSX~3 has elastically soft inclusions [48], a
negative misfit and plates are observed undertension,
Chang and MIen have neglected to consider interfacial energy. However. Soerate and Parks
[49] nave pointed out that interfacial energy - and chemical energy - are invariant with
respect to the < 100 > directions and thus cannot account for the directionality of
coarsening. They do, of course, playa fundamental role in the coarsening process. Problems
(i) ,(iii) and (iv) persist and it appears that at least one of these problems prevents correct
prediction of rafting direction. It should be noted that if one can neglect interfacial energy
then the model used by Miyazaki et a1 is very similar to Chang and Allen's. Thus, the
predictions made by the two models are likely to be the same.
Johnson
Johnson et 1 :] developed a model based on a single inhomogeneous ellipsoidal precipitate
in an infinite .natrix. The sum of the elastic and interfacial energies was expanded into a
Taylor series about the spherical precipitate state. Isotropy was assumed for the interfacial
energy but not for tne elastic energy.
Shapes giving energy extrema were ingood agreement with those predicted and observed by
Miyazaki et al. Johnson et al, however, gave 125nm - as oppose.d to the 40nm of Miyazaki
et al - as the diameter of precipitate at which, in the absence of ~(.plied stress, the sphere no
longer represents a minima on the energy vs, shape curve. In both studies the same elastic
constants were used but Johnson et al used a larger value for the interfacial energy. The
value given by Johnson et al is in agreement with Khachaturyan [78]. The effect of
metastable states is also discussed.
Once again, the model suffers problems (i),(iii) and (iv). Using a model that starts to
eliminate problem (i) Johnson, Abinandanan and Voorhees [56] have studied the coarsening
kinetics of two spherical inhomogeneities in an anisotropic matrix under the influence of
applied stress. This is still a long way from the system encountered in high y' volume
fraction alloys and the complexity of the formulation makes extrapolations difficult.
Carry & Strudel
In 1978 Carry & Strudel [16] proposed a model for rafting that was based on plastic t1ow.
If they assumed their alloy - alloy 01 - had a negative misfit they could explain the rafting
observed. It was later established, however, that the alloy has a positive misfit. Using the
corrected value the theory failed to explain the phenomenon.
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Pollock &. Argon - Finite Element Model
Following the observations described in section 2. Pollock and Argon [48] developed a ~~~D
model of rafting. using finite element analysis. A two dimensional mesh was constructed to
give a plane strain approximation. to the microstructural geometry (J} CMSX-3. Principal
internal stresses .of.-433MPa were calculated in the y parallel to ule phase interfaces and 50
MPa in the y perpendicular to the phase interfaces. Principal internal stresses in the y'
cuboid were calculated to be 54 MPa.
Initial internal stresses were also calculated for the material when an external stress was
applied. TIle resulting resolved shear stresses on {Ill} < 110> slip systems were determined
in the horizontal and vertical matrix channels (with respect to the applied stress). This
revealed that stresses in the horizontal channels were bigger than those in the vertical
channels by as much as a factc..,:'of two. Itwas pointed out that the reverse would be the case
if the applied stress were compressive or if the alloy had a positive misfit. This corresponds
well with the observations of dislocation motion discussed in section 1.2: dislocations were
initially observed in horizontal channels and not in vertical ones for a negative misfit alloy
under tension.
To simulate the effects of an applied stress the y' was allowed to deform elastically while
the y was allowed to deform elastically and by creep. A simple power law relation was used
to describe the creep properties of the matrix
Creep properties for solid solution Ni~6Wwere 11SOO: n=4.5~ A=5.4x lO-15s-1MPa-4_5.During
the primary creep transient most of the misfit stresses were relieved and a plastic strain of
7 x 10-4 accumulated,
As the creep progressed a negative pressure built up in the horizontal channels and a positive
pressure in the vertical ones. Since the misfit strains have already been relieved at this stage,
this effect would of course not be reversed in the case of positive misfit alloy. The resulting
flow of material cannot therefore be the rafting mechanism.
Pollock & Argon - Outline of kinetics
At the end of the paper discussed above, Pollock and Argon outline a possible process for
rafting. In their scheme, the precipitate starts to dissolve in regions that are adjacent to the
horizontal channels. Subsequent diffusional flow of the y' forming elements towards the
vertical channels and the y forming elements towards the horizontal channels results in the
formation of raft') normal to the stress axis. Dislocations would act as sources and sinks for
the vacancies and/or diffusional short-circuits for the process.
Referring to Fig.I.1, one sees that the contraction in y' size
would be:
L1w- t
l+t/w
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Assuming a constant y' volume fraction the
precipitates would - in CMSX-3 - ultimately
thin by about 10% and the y thickness
would double. Generally rafts we reported
to be about the same thickness as the
original precipitate but generally not to an
accuracy of more than 10%. Some evidence
for thinning is, in fact, apparent in [38] and
in Nathal's study [43] of the effects of
initial size of precipitates on rafting. In four
observations in [43], cuboidal precipitates
rafted to form lamellae that were thinner by
. ith th . b :Fig.I.] Pollock an.: rgon's Outline of
an amount consistent WI at given y Kinetics
eq.I.2. Thickening of y lamellae is also
observed [18]. Thus it would appear that
the outline given here is consistent with observations.
They also showed that using an effective diffusion coefficient calculated from diffusional
rounding of cube. edges and an average transport distance of a cube length, a characteristic
time for initiation of rafting was about 5 hours which is consistent with the observed times.
Soerate and Parks
Socrate and Parks [49] have developed a method of evaluating the generalised force acting
on all points of the vtv' interface. The force, which is derived from Eshelby's energy
momentum tensor is work-conjugate with the normal displacement of the interface. It is thus
related to the tendency of the interface to migrate. It is evaluated for 8 2-D model using
plane strain finite elements to give predictions of rafting behaviour.
Using a purely elastic analysis they obtain results that are consistent WIth Pineau's stability
map, although there is no obvious reason why their results for strongly interacting particles
should. agree with Pineau's predictions for an isolated inclusion. 'Their predictions of
directions of coarsening are correct for only two of their six sets of data. They conclude from
this that purely elastic considerations are not sufficient to predict coarsening directions in
nickel based alloys. They go on to do analysis f01' a system in which the y matrix can deform
elastically and by creep, while the )" cuboid can only deform elastically. The isotropic power
law used is the same as that used by Pollock and Argon - shown above.
Once the matrix is allowed to creep, correct predictions of the direction of coarsening for
their data are obtained. The alloys for which incorrect predictions were made using the
purely elastic analysis, show no tendency at all to raft under pureJy elastic stresses which
seems strange when one considers the observations discussed in 1l.2.
Their model has none of the four problems described above for Pineau's model. The purely
elastic analysis suffered none of problems (i) to (iii) and it would appear that consideration
of inelastic effects is necessary for correct predictions of rafting phenomenon.
But then it is important to' remember that Socrate and Parks' model is a 2-D model. It is not
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clear what predictions a purely elastic 3-D model appropriate to a high y' volume fraction
alloy might provide. Considering ·he results for CMSX-3 discussed above. it seems fairly
possible that, for this alloy, even a 3-D model would not provide reliable predictions.
Nevertheless, a better understanding of the physic-l processes at work in the purely elastic
case could well improve the models that deal with more complicated effects.
Being a 2-D model, Socrate and Parks' model can also provide no information on the
problem of rafting in the absence of stress since in 2-D 'flattening' into a plate is equivalent
to 'lengthening' into rod just rotated by 90°. Rotation by 90° is a symmetry operation of the
crystal in the absence of stress. The difference in energy of these two morpbologies is thus
zero. '!'his does not hold in the 3-D case: a 3-D rod is not a 3-D plate turned through 90°.
Gayda, Srolovitl.'; and MacKay - FE modelling
A 2-D finite element model using minimisation of elastic energy (and interfacial energy in
[51]) has been successful in predicting rafting directions for NASAlR 100 [SG,51]. However
filsMonte-Carlo finite element model was shown to be consistent with Pineau's stability map
[51] which suggests it would predict incorrectly for at least one data point and might do the
same for a num'oer of others. As in. the Socrate and Parks case, the agreement of the 2D
model for strongly interacting particles with the 3D model for an isolated inclusion may be
largely fortuitous.
Glatzel, Feller-Knlepmeler and Milller - FE modelling
Glatzel and Feller-Kniepmeier [53] also constructed a 2-D plane stress FE model. They
calculated stresses in the matrix and precipitates in the absence of an applied stress and in
the presence of an applied stress. They claimed agreement with results of Pollock and Argon
[47], if one took into account the different misfit and the plane stress assumption as opposed
to plane strain assumption reported in [47]. They also claimed that the direction of rafting
could be inferred if one assumed growth of the precipitate into areas of least stress.
Later, Muller, Glatzel and Feller-Kniepmeier [54] used FEA to determine internal mismatch
stresses for various precipitate morphologies. this time comparing plane strninlplane stress
assumptions, anisotropic/isotropic assumptions and 2D/3D assumptions. They found that 2-D
isotropic modelling gave qualitatively the same results as the other combinations except when
calculating the strain energy for a non-cubic morphology. In this the anisotropic model was
required.
Ganghoffer et al - FE modelling
Ganghoffer et al (52] have also set up a 2-D, plane stress, FE model. They calculated
internal mismatch stresses, considering (i) high and low temperature stress distributions, (ii)
the effect of anisotropy and (iii) the effect of plastic flow.
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In (i) they observed that. the decrease in magnitude of elastic constants at high temperature
was balanced by the increase in the misfit magnitude and they observed, not surprisingly, that
the stresses in the ms rix changed sign at high temperature as a result of the change in sign
of o. In (ii) they observed that the effect of anisotropy is to increase the stress levels. In (ill)
they saw most plastic strain in the middle of the channel and at the comer of me precipitate.
1.4 The Purpose of this Study
It is clear that the reduction of the elastic energy stored in an alloy is an Important driving
mechanism for rafting. In the presence of an applied stress, What is important, is the
reduction of the total energy of the system (alloy plus loading mechanism). In section I.3 it
was seen that 3-D models appropriate to low r' volume fraction alloys have been developed
and 2wD models appropriate to high y' volume fractions have been developed. No 3-D rafting
models appropriate to a high y'volume fractions appear to have been presented.
The aim of this study is to develop a simple, purely elastic, 3-D model appropriate to an
anisotropic alloy with a high y'volume fraction. The model will be used to :
a. provide information on the problem of rafting in the absence of applied stress in a high
y' volume {ractior{ alloy. As discussed in 1.3, this cannot be dealt with in a 2-D
model.
b. investigate the purely elastic contribution to the rafting process in a high y' volume
fraction alloy.
c. predict the direction of rafting in various Ni-based superallovs,
Rafting will be investigated by doing an elastic stability analysis of the initially observed
cuboids. Only small perturbations of shape from cuboidal are thus considered. The
'flattening' of a cuboid into a plate and the 'lengthening' of a cuboid into a rod will be
characterised by a single parameter. The change in elastic energy with respect to this
parameter will then be determined.
When the shape parameter is zero, i.e for a cuboidal precipitate, the nature of this change
in energy will be investigated and any information on the role of elastic energy in rafting will
extracted. The direction of rafting for a particular alloy will be given by the sign of the
quantity. The stability analysis will be done, firstly, for the case where no external stress is
applied and secondly for the case where an external stress is applied.
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Chapter IT
A New Model for Rafting
Il.I Outline of the model
In a typical Ni-based superalloy that is fully aged one sees an array of cuboidal y'
precipitates embedded. in a y matrix, shown here in Fig II.1
Fig II.1Schematic diagram of alloy Fig. II.Z The unit volume considered fu this
model
A modem alloy has a y' volume fraction in the range 0.6 to 0.7 so that the thickness of the
y channels is in the range of 0.1 to 0.2 times the length of the y' precipitate. In the model
proposed here, the shaded square at the cross over of the y channels is ignored and only the
slabs that are 'stuck' onto the sides of the cube and the cube itself are considered in. 11).e
elastic energy calculations. This seems au acceptable approximation when one considers that
the neglected r regions make up only about 5% of the total volume and that phase
transformations during rafting occur only in other regions.
Fig II.2 gives a 3-D picture of the writ volume considered in this model. Slabs normal to
directions 1,2 and 3 are denoted I,ll and ITIrespectively. The cuboidal y' is labelk ; c.
The .zrains in the slabs and the cube that are required for coherency depend on the
dimensions of the cube and the slabs, on the difference in the tmconstrained lattice
parameters of y and y' and on the difference in their elastic constants. Four variables have
been defined to describe this dependence:
tT=-w (1)
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where t is the thickness of the plate and w is the length of the precipitate (in the
unconstrained state);
0=2 (aI-a)
a'l-a
(2)
where a and a' are the lattice parameters of l' and 1" respectively;
c'm= ll_J.
cl.1
(3)
(4)
where the Cij's are elastic constants. Note that eM. does not occur.
To determine the stresses and strains in the slabs and in the cube one can consider what they
look like in the unconstrained state. Fig n.3 Illustrates, in 2-D, the case where the, v' is
elastically much harder tha.. the l' phase and the unconstrained lattice parameter of the y' is
smaller than that of the 11'. Stated in terms of the variables defined abov- _. - Y .3 illustrates
the case of negative 0 and.large positive m and n. For coherency in this case; the slabs need
to be squeezed ontothe sides of the cube, the dimensions of the cube changing very little.
< w >
Fig.II.3 The assembly of slabs and cube to form the contiguratlon observed, Uniform strains assumed.
Of course, if the 1" cube,were elastic liy much softer than the l' plates (m and n negative)
and 0 was still negative then it would be the 1" cube that would stretch to fit the plates. In
practice the elastic constants of the 1" and the l' are similar, that is Im I and [n] are about
0.1.
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General Proeedure for Elastic Energy Calculation
It is assumed that each component of the tl:llt volume shown in Fig. II.2 is uniformly strained.
One can then use equilibrium conditions to obtain an approximation to the stresses and strains.
in the precipitate and me matrix slabs when they rae constrained in the alloy. Strains will be
accurate up to terms linear in T. (T2 terms cannot be considered since the y channel cross
overs have been neglected).
Internal strains must contain a factor of 8 in all terms while strains resulting from an applied
stress, C1, must contain a factor of alcu in all terms. These are both small quantities .. in the
region of, orless than. ±O.l%. The internal strains that ere calculated can then be accurate
up to terms containing the product of 8 and one of the small quantities T,m or n. Strains
resulting from an appliedstress can be accurate up to terms containing the product of aieu
and one of the small quantities T,m or n.
Elastic energy densities can then be calculated and the energies for each component can be
",,~termined.By summing the energies calculated for each component, an approximation to
the elastic energy stored in a unit volume of the superalloy can be obtained. It should also
be possible to investigate the work done by an externally applied stress. The smaller T .m and
n are, the better the energy approximations will be. A small T corresponds to hrge '1'
volume fraction so the model should provide a method Yorinvestigating elastic energies in
high y' volume fraction alloys.
II.2 Elastic Stability Analysis in the Absence of Applied
Stress
To do an elastic stability analysis for the cube/slab configuration on considers the
disassembled state of cube ana slabs shown in Fig II.4. The, 3-axis lies vertical in the plane
of the page. During plate formation a layer of r' normal to the 3-axis transforms to layer of
y. At the same time layers of r parallel to the 3. axis transform to y'. The diagram is shown
in 2-D but the plate shown parallel to the 3-axis is, of course, equivalent to the other pr rallel
plate.
The volume of r stays roughly constant during rafting. The volume of material transformed
on the two parallel faces must therefore be roughly the same a, the material transformed on
the normal face. Thus, when the cube loses a thickness of 2c.w on the normal face it must
gain 8\V from each parallel face. The two phases, of course, have different unconstrained
lattice parameters and thus unconstrained y' of width ew will have width EN/ala' after it has
transformed to unconstrained y (a represents the lattice parameter).
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< >w
Rod formation
Fig.II.4 Changes in unconstraint.' 1 slab and cube dimensions when rafting occurs. The 3-axis
is vertical in the plane of the ~dge.
In Fig IT.4 a useful shape parameter has been defined: when B is positive it describes plate
formation; when it is negative it describes rod formation. Fig llA also illustrates the
consequences of an important assumption made in the model presented here: that the two
phases are perfectly coherent before and after rafting.
The reassembled sets of slabs and cubes are shown in Fig.II.5.
The uniform strains that are~requir ed for coherency are denoted
e9'p
where
p::: 1,2,3 and gives the direction. of e, the principal strain
q::: I,II..Ill,c and: gives the component in Which the strain appears and
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r = i.a, denoting whether the strain is an internal strain or a strain resulting from an
applied stress.
Stresses are labelled in a similar manner.
~ailv~ ml~fflt
e>O
tl = (t",ewa/a')(l + et>
1:3 = (t+ 2.sa/a')(1 +eln~
t3 'WI w(l +e)(][ + letci)
W3 = w(1-2e)(1 + ~~3ci)
Fig.U.S Assembled state of slabs and ('JOe.
In each of the three slabs and the cube there are three principal strains to determine - 12
strains in all. There are also 12 principal stresses but these are, of course, related to the
strains through the generalised Hooke's law equations. By the symmetry of the problem:
* the strains in the I slab give those in the II slab (3 conditions);
* both in the cube and in slab III, the 1 and 2 directions are equivalent (2
conditions) ;
* the strain in .he 1 direction in the lITplate is the same as that in the 1 direction
in the n plate (1 condition)
Continuity of normal stresses across the slab I!cube interface gives:
Pti_pci1. - 1. (5)
Continuity of normal stresses across the slab III/cube interface gives:
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PIIIi_~ci3 -.1:"'3 {6}
Cancellation of forces on a plane normal to the 3~axis gives:
pr;'w; +2pfiW1 tl =0
Cancellation of forces on a plane parallel to the 3-axis gives:
pJiT4T3 tl +ptIIiW1 t3 +P2aiWl W3=0 (8)
(7 )
The eleventh and twelfth conditions are given by the misfit relationship between strains in
the cube and in the slabs. In the constrained state the cube and slabs must 'fit' in the
I-dtrection and in the 3-dire.ction, that is. the constrained lattice parameter in the I-direction
in the cube is the same as that in the f-direction in slab ill; and the constrained lattice
parameter in. the 3-directioll in the cube is the same as that in the 3-direction in slab 1.
Labelling the new constrained parameter in the 1-direction <1nl. one gets
eC1- '~n~-l1 ----- a'
x, ae ~- n~ 11 -_-
a
and similarly for the 3-direction.
To second order equation (2) gives
~=(1-0+~)
at 2
This gives the following relations between strains in the cube and strains in the slabs:
efi= (l+efIi) (1-&+!.:) -1 (9)
2
eci= (l+eIi) (1-0+!.:) -1 (10)
3 3 2
Neglecting (stram)" and higher order terms, the equations can then be solved for all stresses
and strains. These are expanded binomially. As discussed in IT.i, terms containing the
product of 0 and more than orneof Tim or n are neglected.
The elastic energy density in each slab and in the cube c,n then be determined by
(11)
where i= 1,2,3 and x=c,I,III and the p's and e's are principal stresses and strains.
The total elastic energy of the unit volume is then given by
E=uCtrc+uIIIVIII+2uIVI (12)
where the V's represent the volumes of the components. In calculating the volumes the:
(1+strain) factors shown in Fig.5 were not included since these would only contribute
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(strain)" terms to the energy. The smallest terms that are included in the energy are the
products of &- and T .m Of n - higher order terms are neglected.
The change in energy with respect to shape parameter when the precipitate is cuboidal can
then be evaluated by differentiating E With respect to e and then setting 8 equal to zero. A
negative value for this quar ~ity indicates that the energy decreases with increasing e and pla,e
formation is favoured. A positive value indicates that energy decreases with decreasinge and
rod formation is favoured, If the cube represents a stationary point 011 the E vs.s curve then
the quantity will be zero.
IT.3 Stability Analysis in the Presence of an Applied Stress
Once again the disassembled set of slabs and cube is considered but this time with a stress
applied in the 3-direction, Fig.II.6 shows how the rafting process is modelled for a negative
misfit alloy. In the disassembled state a layer of 1" with thickness 28w(1 +e3Cl1) normal to the
applied stress transforms to y. Once it has transformed, i~strains like the l' and thus has a
thickness 2Bw(1+elIIll) ala' . In each of the two vertical slabs parallel to the 3-axill ..a layer of
:v with thickness sw(l + e/u)a/a' transforms te· 1". In the transformed state tile tayers have
thickness ew(l+t. cal.
The strains requi -d to reassemble the system are just the internal strains calculated earlier,
resulting in the last configuration shown in Fig.Il.f Once again there are 12 strains to be
calculated with 12 relations between stresses and strains givcu by the generalised Hooke's
law.
Symmetry considerations give:
* strains in the I plate give those in the II plate (3 conditions)
* 1 and 2 directions are equivalent in the cube and the ill plate. (2 conditions)
The I and II slabs are requir-d to 'fit' onto the side of the cube even after an external stress
is applied. TWs gives two more boundary conditions:
* eIa-eC83 - 3 (13)
(14)*
After the external stress is applied Slab III horizontal to the applied stress is required to 'fit'
onto the the cube 3.!1dslabs I and II. This implies:
* (15)
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W1
App~ySUe$$
Wt
Mssrnbls
tl = 1
13 l:!: t
WI= W
WJ::: W
t/ ::: t(l Tela)
tJ = t(1 + efHa)
WI =: w(l+er)
W3 = w(1 + e;r)
t/ ::;: (N~wala')(l +e/a)
tj == (t+2Bwala')(J +e/IJa)
W/ =: w(l +(3)(1+erC4)
W3 == w(J ..2e)(J +eJC4)
ti == (t-ewala')(J +e/a)(1 +e/9
tJ ::: (1+2Bwala')(1 +e3H1a)(J+elI~b
WI = w(1 +(3)(1+c/Q)(l +e/)
WJ = W(1-2B)(i +er)(l Tel)
__ J
Fig.H.6 Rafting under applied stress - disassembled and assembled configurations
Equilibrium constraints give
Pm - pclI - 1
.pIDa_pcuJ - 3
(16)
(17)
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* (18)
Equation (16) and (17) are obtained from the requirement that normal stresses be continuous
across cube/slab interfaces. Equation (18).is obtained from the requirement that the average
force on the plane normal to the 3-axis be the applied stress multiplied by the area over
which it acts. Equation (19) results from the requirement that the average force on the plane
parallel to the 3-axis be zero.
Once -again all (strain)2 and.higher order contributions are neglected and one can solve for
strains and stresses resulting from an applied stress. As discussed in Il.I, all terms containing
the r =duct of (1lc11 and more than one of T,m or n are. also neglected. The elastic energy
density can be calculated using the total (denoted by a cr) superscript) stresses and strains
in the following way:
ux= l~p rr . (T)xe$T)X
24:; :;
:;
(where x=I,III,c)
where
p/T)x = pja)x+pj;i}X = (applied stress) j+ (inter:oal stress) j
and
e/'l'lx = e}a)x+eji)X ::: (applied st:cain) j+ (internal strain) j
Thus the total elastic energy density in each component of the system is given by
ux=..! ~ (p ,talxe Ja)x+t> Ja) Xe::J(;i)x+p Ji)xe Ja)x+p Ji)xe Jilx) (20)2 .L,..r :; :; '. :; :;:;:; J
:;
Tae total elastic energy for the system can again be calculated using (12):
E 'J';:_uC"VC+u .r.rIVIII+2u IVI
As for the case of no applied stress, the (1+strain) factor appearing in the widths and
thicknesses are ignored for volume calculations as they contribute only (strain)" terms to the
energy.
When determining the energy for this system, one must consider the potential energy of the
external loading mechanism. Thus it is the change in the enthalpy with respect to 8 that is
of interest The enthalpy is given by elastic energy minus the work done. The work done is
calculated in the following way:
. W = .P. d = o .iL d (21)
where
(22)
and
(23 )
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Again (strain)! and higher order terms are-ignored. The smallest terms that are included in
the enthalpy are terms containing the products of ((J/cu) and T.m or n and products of <5 and
T,m or n.
If
a (.E-W) I
Be .~=O
is negative. then N~type behaviouris predicted; if it is positive then P~type behaviour is
predicted and if it is zero then the cube represents a stationary point.
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Chapter III
Results
ill.l Internal Stresses Calculation
The calculations outlined in Chapter 2 involved large equations that were manipulated using
the symbolic maths package, Maple.
The internal stresses were calculated for the configuration shown in Fig.II.5 ..When 8=0 the
stresses calculated are jus those of the cube configuration and can be checked against finite
element calculations [52,54,48] of internal stresses in various supera1loys. This is shown in
Table ill.l. Since strains are not uniform in the FE calculations, the values given halfway
between the midpoint of the slabs and the comer are used. The subscript 'vm' indicates a-
von Mises equivalent stress.
It is important to note that values obtained for SRR 99 and for CMSX-2 using the finite
element method were done under plane stress assumptions. Plane strain assumptions give a
better approximation to the real values [48,54] and lead to stresses that are about Va more than
those obtained under plane strain assumptions [53,59]. Values for what one might thus
obtain under plane strain assumptions are shown in brackets in the table
Table m.l Calculated values of internal stresses compared with those obtained in FE
analyses
Alloy Source pit (MPa) Pili (MPa) Pvm in y(MPa}
CMSX-3 Model -430 130 560
[48] -460 40 465
SRR 99 I Model -210 80 290
[54] .- - -180 (270)
CMSX-2 Model -247 102 349
[52] - - -190 (285)
In the model developed in this dissertatior; the von Mises stresses are zero in the y' cube.
Non-zero values arise in the models listed above as they are not confined to a uniform strain
approximation.
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The results do not show excellent agreement but they are still encouraging.
ill.2 Internal Energy Calculations
It was found that the cube-shaped precipitate represents a stationary point on the elastic
energy vs 8 curve, that is:
BEl- =0ae &=0
to the order used in this model. This is in agreement with the results for isolated ellipsoidal
particles studied by Miyazaki et al [20J and Johnson et al [55]. Unfortunately the approach
used in this study does not yield the nature of the stationary point but much insight can be
gained from the two studies mentioned above. This will be discussed in the next chapter.
m.3 Calculation of Elastic Energy Changes in the Presence
of Applied Stress
The applied strains in the slabs and cube shown in the final configuration, of Fig n.6 were
determined. As is expected, the applied strains in slab ill (the horizontal slab) differed from
the. those in the v-ertical slabs and in the cube by an amount proportional to m and n.
The change in elastic energy with respect to the shape parameter 8 is given below in eq.Ilf.I
[2 (ctl+C1J.Cl:)m-4cf2.n] o·4K
+ [2cll C12 (Cll-4C12) n+2cfl (C12+2cll) m
+2 (C1.2ctl.+4ci2+3ctl'-8CJ.:l.cf2) T] o3K
a(E-W) I =ae &=0 (J. )
3
K= w
ell (cfl +cu C1.2-2Cf2)
lit should be noted that although the T appearing here is strictly the the ratio of the channel
thickness to cube length in the unconstrained state, the internal strains are small are enough
for t/w in the constrained state to be considered equal to T.
where
Data in Table 1 indicate that the differences between m and n are certainly not larger than
30%. Taking n=m in the above equation ill.2 simplifies the expression greatly. One obtains:
a (.t!J-WK)
ae I 2 C_ ={2m~+23(j [2m+T(3-2__!3.) ]}w3£-0 eu Cu (2 )
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Table 1.1 contains complete sets of data for four alloys and almost complete sets for two
othr For the two almost complete sets 011 is set equal to 100 GPa and CIZ is set to 0.64 of
cu. .Ihe data is then substituted into equations 1 and 2 to obtain predictions of rafting
direction for the six alloys. The data used ici shown in Table m.2 and the results are shown
in Table ill.3. When substituting into equation 2 an average of the.m and n values given in
Table IIL2 is used in place of m. It should be noted that the volume fractions of Udimet 7QO
and for Ni-15Al are probably too small to obtain accurate results but the predictions are still
of interest.
Table m.2 Data used to obtain results in Table ill.3
II Alloy m I n t/w 0(%) (J Cll C12(MPa) (GPa) (GPa)
CMSX-3 -.11 -.14 .13 -.38 150 202 139~
CMSX-2 .15 .14 .13 -.33 120 109 59
SRR99 .10 .03 .13 -.21 170 187 129
Ni-1SAl .49 .68 .5 +.56 147 112 63
I Udimet --.1 --.1 .4 -.3 147 -100 - {'';'cH
NAf3AJR -.12 -.12 .19 -.45 148 -100 .......64cll
Table TIL3 Results of substitution into equations 1 and 2
Alloy
B{E-WK) I B(E-WK) I Rafting(1Z=m) Observed
(tens/comp)
Be e=o I Be e=O
per per
(unit vol*10"6) [eq1] (unit vol*10"6) [eq2]
CMSX-3 (T) -0.05 +0.01 N
CMSX-2 (T) -0.4 -0.4 N
SRR 99 (T) -0.3 -0.2 N
Ni-15A1 (T) +3 +3 P
Ni-1SAl (C) -3 -3 N-
Udimet (T) -0.5 -0.5 N
Udimet (C) +0.4 +0.4 P
NA3AIR (T) -fl.7 -0.7 N
NASAIR (C) +0.8 +0.8 p
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Chapter IV
Discussion
IV.l The Internal Energy Result.
The effect of interfacial energy has not been considered. Marsh and Chen [83] have collected
many values for the interfacial energies given in the literature. The values vary with
temperature and composition but their survey indicates that O.01J.zr.-2 if an acceptable
estimate at 800cC. Thus, using a precipitate size of O.3,um:
Eif:=y·AO:O. 01Jm-2·6·(O. 3 '10-6m) 2
This gives a value for the interfacial energy of about 0.S4x 1O-14J.Calculations of the internal
elastic energy using the model here give values of about 4.6 x 10-14J. Thus for precipitates
of this size the internal elastic energy is about an order of magnitude larger than the
interfacial energy and the effects of interfacial energy should, therefore- be small. This is
supported by results discussed in n.3 [20,55,78].
In: section III.2 it was reported that the model proposed in this dissertation leads to the
conclusion that the cube is ~ stationary point on the elast'c energy vs. shape parameter curve.
The stationary point represented by the cube could be a minimum. Studies of isolated
inclusions by Miyazaki et a1 [20] and Johnson et al [55] suggest something different. Thev
consider interfacial energy in their studies. For small precipitates, the sphere represents a
minimum on their energy vs. shape curves since interfacial energy effects will dominate over
elastic energy effects then. At larger sizes the elastic energy dominates and plate shaped
particles represent a global minimum on their curves. They also find, though, that the sphete
represents a stationary point on the energy vs. shape curve, even when elastic energy
dominates over interfacial energy; in this case, however, the sphere represents a local
maximum.
In high y' volume fraction alloys, it is generally observed that precipitates evolve towards
a cuboidal shape during ageing, even when the size of .,,~ precipitates is not changing.
This suggests that the stationary point represented -es is in fact a minimum on the
elastic energy vs. shape parameter curve ill high yi .., ,; fraction alloys. It seems likely
that the plate morphology will also r~present a minimum 011 the curve as was found for
isolated inclusions. Nabarro has su~';csted that for a h.gu ratio of surface to elastic energy
the cube will represent a deer-or minimum than the plate; when surface energy is less
important, the plate minimum will be deeper.
It makes sense, then, that during ageing of an alloy, spherical precipitates will coarsen until
the effects of elastic energy start becoming large. Generally, cuboids will be favoured
elastically. If the plate morphology represents a deeper minimum than the cube morphology,
imperfections in the microstructure will permit the precipitates to evolve towards the lower
energy plate morphology.
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IV.2 Interpretation of the Fun Applied Stress Result.
The results given in the last chapter can be interpreted in the following way:
The ·cl term:
A a2 term appears in the expression for the enthalpy of the final configuration shown in
Fig.IL6. The term represents the enthalpy that results only from the a.pplied stress and not
from. any interaction between internal and external stresses. Thus, in eq.Ill.I, the cr term
represents the change in this enthalpy when rafting starts.
It was pointed out in Ill.S that if the alloy were
homogenous (m=n=O) then the material would
strain uniformly under an applied stress. That is.
in Fig.IV.1 layer A strains by the same amount
as layer B. This is not so in the inhomogeneous
case: the strains in layer A will differ from those
in layer B by an amount that depends on the
difference in the elastic constants between the
two phases.
The strain energy density resulti; g only from the Fig,IV.l Strains resulting from applied stress
applied stress will thus be the same in both layers
for the hcmogenous case but not for the
inhomogeneous case. Thus, the corresponding energy will not change on rafting for the
homogenous case but will for the inhomogeneous case.
When m and n are not zero, the coefficient of (]2 is
K [2 (Cfl +cuCIZ)m-4C;zp]
where K is given in eq.IIL3. One sees that K is always positive since Cn is positive and
always greater than C12' The sign of the cr term is thus given by the sign of m unless
and n is the same sign as m.
Taking C12/Cll "" 0.64 (an average of values given in Table 1) In I must be greater than
about 21 m I and the same sign as m before the sign of the rf term is given by minus the
sign of m. Physically this corresponds to the situation where strains resulting from Poisson
effects start znfluencing the energy change during rafting more than the strains in the
direction of the applied stress.
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The (Jotel."IU
A ao term appears in the expression for the enthalp~ of the last configuration shown in
Fig.II.6. This term presumably results from the inteiaction energy between internal and
external stresses. The at5. term appearing ir; eq.Ill.I is thus the change in this interaction
energy that occurs during rafting.
Taking rn:::n=O, one obtains the extreme case of a homogenous, misfitting precipitate with
a dilatational strain. Nabarro c msidered a 2-D model of homogenous slabs and cubes. With
Poisson effects neglected (impi'es C12=0), it was shown that the shape of the precipitate-slab
combination did not change during rafting. This implies that an applied stress does no work
during the rafting process for this 2-D model. If this were shown to be true for the 3-D
model proposed in this dissertation, one would expect the change in energy on rafting in the
homogenous case to be zero. A term in 'T'a8would then surely indicate an error in the
calculations. This is discussed further in IV.S.
H should be noted that experimental results suggest the presence of a term that does not
contain m or n, Table 1.1 shows that negative misfit alloys display the same rafting behaviour
even when soft precipitates (CMSX-3 and Udimet 700) and hard precipitates (NASAIR 100,
SRR 99, CMSX -2) are considered. This would not be predicted if the Ta8 term were absent.
However, elastic constant data are definitely unreliable - as will be discussed below - and oae
is not guaranteed that precipitates are, in fact, hard or soft. It is also possible that inelastic
effects might be enough to reverse the effects of the elastic driving force.
Itwas pointed out in II.2 that the model is not valid for the case of T =O. However, it is not
difficult to understand the physical significance of terms in a8m and a8n. As in the discussion
of the a2 term, the differences in elastic constants result in different applied strains in layer
A and layer B shown in Fig.IV.I. On rafting, these result in differences in 68 terms in the
enthalpy.
iv'£ore insight can be gained into the physical conditions which result in a negative or positive
contribution from the a8 term by considering the approximate form for P-q.m.l. Some
observations can be made here, though: the coefficient of Ta8 is always positive, as is T.
The coefficient of m is also always positive and always larger than the coefficient of n. The
coefficient of n will be negative unless C12/CU < 1/4.
IV.3 The Approximation m=n
The most obvious feature of the predictions made using the approximate form of eq.III.l is
that it does not predict correctly for CMSX-3. It should be noted that the prediction for
CMSX-3 made using the fall equation is an order of magnitude smaller than the other
predictions. This agrees ..vell with the unusually slow rafting rate in CMSX-3 that was
discussed in II.3. The small value predicted is a result of the a,Herms nearly cancelimg, In
the approximate form, it appears that when these ·l.'·ms are so close to cancelling, the
differences in n and m are significant.
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The approximate form for eq.Ill.I, given in eq.III.2 is easier to understand physically.
The sign of the 0'2 term is always given by the sign of m. Thus., a soft precipitate will
always generate a term promoting l'Hype rafting and a hard precipitate will always
generate a term ~)romoti:ng P-t"jpe rafting.
Eq.llI.2 gives the critical stress at which the (y2 term becomes dominant as
It should be noted that ill tl e alloys shown in Table ITI.2 (apart from CMSX~3) this term
would only begin to dominate when a was of the order of 1 GPa. In CMSX-3 the critical
stress is an order of magnitude smaller and .hus it would appear that the a2 term could play
a more important role for this alloy. In general, however, the effects of the 0'0 term are
of more interest.
The f1~ term:
The O'om term has a factor ot 20 where the a't. term has a factor of a/cu. Using Table
1II.2. the 110m term is 4 to J 0 times the size of the if term. The magnitude of Tao,
meanwhile, is about Lto 2 times that of the O'om term.
For m > -T(3/2 - cdcn) (The Common Region):
In this case the coefficient of 0'0 is always positive and, as long as it is larger than the if
term, one will observe the usual rafting phenomenon: in a negative misfit alloy, Petype
under compression and Netype under tension: in j positive misfit alloy. Petype under
tension and Nstype under compression.
The a2 term contribution is to increase the tendency toward P-type rafting when lTI is
positive and increase the tendency toward Nstype rafting when m .is negative. As pointed
out above this should not be a large contribution for alloys in Table IIT.3 (except CMSX-
.3) ;
For m < -T(3/2 - C12/c11) (The Sign Reversal Region)
In this case the sign of the 0'0 _....m is reversed. For cases where P-type rafting was
predicted above, N-type rafting is predicted and vice versa. The critical value of m when
the coefficient of 0'0 begins to introduce a minus sign is around -0.15 (using an average
of data given in Table IIL2).
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IV.4 Unreliable Elastic Constants
The composition of three of the four alloys with full sets of data available are shown in Table
IV.!. MAR-M200 is also shown as elastic constants for SRR 99 are based on MAR-M2001
Table IV.l Composition of alloys
Alloy Ni Ti Ta AI Cr W Co Mo Hf
CMSX-3 67.9 1.1 1.9 12.4 9.1 2.6 4.7 0.3 .03
CMSX-2 67.3 1.25 2.0 12.2 9.2 2.6 5.1 0.31 -
NASAIR 69.6 1.5 2.8 5.7 9.2 10.2 - 1.0-
SRR 99 66.5 ;~.2 2.8 5.5 8.5 9.5 5.0 trace C
MARM200 60.3 2.0 - 5.0 9.0 12.5 10 Nb 1.0
trace B,C J
One sees an overwhelming similarity between CMSX-3 and CMSX-2. Yet Pollock and Argon
claim that CMSX-3 [48] has elastically soft precipitates while Ganghoffer et al claim that
CMSX-2 has elastically hard precipitates [52].
The matrix constants for CMSX-3 were taken to be the constants of the bulk material;
constants of the y' were obtained by extrapolating Curwick's data [84] for Ni3A1 + Ta,
assuming a temperature dependence similar to that of the matrix. Ganghoffer et al collected
data for Young's modulus in the < 001> directions which were measured at different
temperatures up to 1100°C. Poisson's ratio was taken to be independent of temperature and
equal to 0.35 in both phases.
Gayda and MacKay measured Young's modulus along < 001> directions in NAS;'J:R 100
at 25°C, 500°C and at 1000°C. They found that at low temperatures the y was harder than
the y' but that at higher temperatures the y' became harder. Muller et al [54] reported
similar behaviour using elastic constants that had been determined for MAR-M200 using the
Forster resonance method
Ganghoffer's results also showed the same change in relative stiffness of the two phases at
high temperature. Admittedly. their results depended fairly heavily on Gayda and MacKay's
data. MAR-M200 has a some Co substituted for Ni but generally the last three alloys shown
in the table are similar and one might expect similar elastic constants for them. However,
one would not necessarily expect CMSX-2 to show the same trends.
The only thing that is really clear is that the CMSX-·2and CMSX-3 elastic constants given
in the literature are very surprising. The CMSX-3 investigators assumed the same
temperature dependence for y' constants as for y constants which, it appears, would not be
correct for an alloy such as NASAIR 100 or MAR-M200. Whether they have missed a trend
present in all alloys or the CMSX-2 investigators have relied too heavily on high W content
alloys is not clear.
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One could argue that the two alloys also show surprisingly different rafting behaviours for
materials that are.compositionally so similar. Nevertheless, more investigation seems required
and one can only really conclude that elastic constant data are probably unreliable.
IV.5 Reconsidering the Problem
The presence of the suspicious Taa term, mentioned above, has led to a closer look at the
studies of isolated inclusions that have been done using Eshelby's method [20,21,24]. It
appears that in these studies the aa term arises in the work calculation and not in the stored
energy calculation. This is not the case in the study presented here. While this, in itself, is
a major cause for concern, it has also highlighted an omission in the work calculation
presented here: in Fig.I1.6, it seems that the work done by the external stress during the
rafting phase and the assembly phase cannot have been included correctly since the resulting
expression is a function of 0'2.
Unfortunately, it appears that the correct predictions shown in Table III.2 could be largely
fortuitous. AU the same, a. useful first attempt at using this model has been made and much
insight has been gained into the problem. Future work will probably include are-working
of the calculations, possibly using the following method given by Nabarro:
Process 1 _ I _- Process 2 ~
1. Take components that will assemble at 8= 0
2. Keep them Trim to assemble at 8= [3.
3. Assemble at 8=0, a=O Assemble at 8=8, 0'=0
Calc. work Calc. work
4. Apply a, Calc. work Apply a, Calc work
5. Add works Add works
I 6. Difference between 1 & 2 gives driving force
It has also been suggested that a closer approximation to the observed morphology could be
obtained if overlapping slabs were considered. That is, strain energies should be considered
for slabs that are longer than the precipitate by half the width of a y channel (in the
unconstrained state).
IV.6 Comparing the Model with Applied Stress Observations
As it stands, the model successfully accounts for the dependence of rafting on the signs and
magnitudes of a and a, since under conditions normally encountered, the cl terms are small
in comparison with the aa terms which show the correct sign dependence. The model is
consistent with the observation of rafts being about the same thickness as cubes. It also
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predicts the difference in stresses between horizontal and vertical channels.
It cannot make predictions about inelastic effects nor about kinetics-linked observations e.g.
temperature dependence and rafting rates. (Although the strength of the tendency to raft
under elastic stresses when compared wIth. other alloys can be predicted). The model is not
instructive' for alloys' that do not have cuboidal precipitates but it is possible that other
slab/precipitate configurations could be considered.
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